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CALIFORNIA FIRES
BY AUSTIN THORDARSON
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THE WISE OWLS
Hi fellow Colts! It’s the Wise Owls, Carmen and Cheyanne back with
another article and an announcement. We have added another student
to the group! Everyone give it up for Addison Woods! *pause for
applause.* Going forward, any/all three of us will give advice, but we
will each have a different color of text. Cheyanne will be Pink, Carmen
will be Light Blue, and Addison will be Spring Green.
We have received a few emails recently, and we’re hoping to get more
when we go back to school.
Our first letter is from an anonymous student:

On August 28 2020, 7,175 fires started burning over 1,660,332 acres
of land. What started as a good day turned crisp as hundreds of
lightning bolts struck California due to thunderstorms. Many fires are
still burning to this day.
These fires are the second largest in California history. The California
fires currently have 12,600 firefighters assigned to them. There are 14
major wildfires still burning. As of right now, over 4.1 million acres
have burned. From August to October there have now been over
8,400 wildfires. The fires that have deeply affected California and
have destroyed 9,200 homes and buildings. The fires also have killed
31 people so far. The fires in California have easily spread due to the
rising temperatures and high pressure winds. As of September 20th
2020, there are 2,300 fire engines, 313 fire crews, 124 assigned
aircraft, 467 water tenders, and 378 bulldozers at work. California
firefighters have received help from 9 other States in the US, as well
as Australia. A few of the US states that have assisted California are
Idaho, Montana, and Washington. When the firefighters are not
fighting the fire, they are checking or replacing the equipment on their
fire engines, cutting back any brush before the fire gets near, and
helping direct victims to safe locations.

“Hi, I'm (removed), I was wondering about sports, will we be able to
do sports. I wonder if we can... maybe not. But if there were sports
what would there be? And how would we play?”
I think that we would have to wear masks and at least try to social
distance while playing these sports, but soccer would be great! We
wouldn't have to really touch the ball.
So I am thinking that if you want to play a sport, you should social
distance if possible and if there is a sport like basketball where
everyone is touching the ball, then you shouldn't play it.
Here's another one:
“Hi this is (--------). I was wondering how to speak up during class
because I am kind of shy and don't want to get embarrassed.”
That is perfectly alright, even I get shy sometimes, so I think the
easiest thing is to remember that your teacher won’t judge you and you
shouldn’t care what your fellow peers think because they will only
bring you down. Remember you are powerful and strong and no one
can bring you down!!
Need advice? Don’t be shy! Email us at carellano@acusd.org
cheyanne.northrop@acusd.org or addison.woods@acusd.org
You have the questions, and we have the answers.

Since the wild fires have started in California, there have been disaster
relief programs such as The Red Cross that have assisted the fire
victims with support, food, and other essentials they may or may not
need. The relief programs are continuing to receive donations to help
victims during this critical time.
To conclude this article, California wildfires are one of the hardest,
and most challenging events that we as citizens in California have
faced. These fires are only the beginning, and some believe there are
more to come. Hopefully, with the help of our firefighters and other
responders, we will continue to fight this battle together.
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